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Abstract
Anger has become the dominant emotional narrative of politics. However, are some politicians
more privileged to express anger than others? In this paper, we examine whether a black political
candidate (male) is penalized or rewarded for expressing anger about politics relative to a
comparable white political candidate and non-angry black political candidate. To test this
relationship, we conduct a two-wave survey experiment on an adult national sample of white
Americans. Our findings demonstrate that racially prejudiced whites are less favorable of an
angry black candidate while racially sympathetic whites are more supportive of such a candidate
– compared to an angry white candidate and non-angry black candidate. These results have
important implications in understanding among who an angry black political candidate will be
electorally disadvantaged and advantaged.
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Introduction
The 2016 presidential election was the year of the angry candidate. Donald Trump
considered himself the angry voice of America and appealed to an enraged political base. For
example, at the Fox Network Business Republican primary debate in South Carolina, the
moderator, Maria Bartiromo, asked the presidential candidate if “Republicans should resist the
siren call of the angriest voices” (Hagen 2016). Trump responded by saying “I am very angry.
Our country is being run horribly. I will gladly accept the mantle of anger.” The Republican
presidential candidate was not alone in letting the country know his frustration. Bernie Sanders,
the 2016 Democratic presidential candidate, also channeled this anger. For instance, facing
criticism from Bill Clinton that he seemed too frustrated, Sanders responded with “I am angry …
the American people are angry” (Stevenson 2016). Although these candidates had different
political outlooks, their anger united them.
While Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders fully embraced anger during the 2016
presidential election, Obama refrained from voicing this feeling on the campaign trail and in his
presidency. Some journalists and pundits attributed Obama’s success to his calm demeanor –
never presenting himself as angry. In fact, Ta-Nehisi Coates, a senior editor at the Atlantic, stated
the “reason Obama plays it so cool is that he fears alienating white voters by coming across as an
angry African American male.”1 For example, media reports tried to link the Democratic
presidential candidate to Jeremiah Wright’s angry sermons. Obama quickly responded by
distancing himself from his pastor so as not to fit the angry black stereotype. Obama continued to
refrain from anger throughout his presidency. When Matt Lauer criticized the president for not
showing more emotion about the Deepwater Horizon Oil spill and said some people are asking
for you to “kick some butt”, Obama said let’s first examine who is responsible for the crisis
(Blake 2010). As these examples make clear, Obama exerted a considerable amount of effort in
coming across as calm and measured. However, in one rare instance, the public witnessed
President Obama expressing anger when Cambridge police arrested Henry Louis Gates Jr., a
renowned black Harvard University professor, for allegedly breaking into his own home. At a
press conference, Obama was asked about the arrest and stated that “it’s fair to say, number one,
any one of us would be pretty angry; number two the Cambridge police acted stupidly.”2
1
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“Obama and the ‘Angry Black Man’ Factor” New Yorker, October 17, 2012
“Obama Wades Into A Volatile Racial Issue” New York Times, July 23, 2009.
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Sparking a strong backlash from law enforcement officials and losing support from whites in
public opinion polls, Obama took a step back from his original comments – stating that both Dr.
Gates and the arresting police officer overreacted (Harnden 2009). Obama constraining his anger
stands in stark contrast to the angry rhetoric espoused by Trump and Sanders. These contrasting
events raise an important question. Can black politicians afford to be angry? That is, do whites
evaluate politicians’ expression of anger differently depending on their race?
A substantial amount of research has examined whether a candidate’s race matters in
whites’ voting decisions. Various approaches have been employed to uncover whether whites
discriminate against black candidates. Some scholars investigate if a racial double standard exists
by simply varying the race of the candidate (Highton 2004; Moskowitz and Stroh 1994;
Sigelman et al. 1995). Others not only manipulate the race of the candidate but his/her policy
positions and campaign style (Anderson and Junn 2010; Hajnal 2001. Krupnikov and Piston
2015; Reeves 1997; Sigelman et al. 1995). Some researchers examine if black politicians are
penalized by a particular group – racially prejudiced whites (Citrin et al. 1990; Kinder and DaleRiddle 2012; Krupnikov and Piston 2015; Piston 2010). All in all, the empirical evidence on this
question is mixed. Some research indicates that whites penalize black political candidates
(Kinder and Dale-Riddle 2012; Moskowitz and Stroh 1994; Piston 2010; Krupnikov and Piston
2015; Reeves 1997; Terkildsen 1993) while other studies do not detect any racial bias in their
voting decisions (Citrin et al. 1990; Colleau et al. 1990; Highton 2004; Sigelman et al. 1995).
These inconclusive results leave open questions about under what conditions and among who
black politicians are racially disadvantaged.
In this paper, we build on this work by offering a theory of when and among who black
political candidates will be disadvantaged. We argue that one of the most important ways that
black candidates are disadvantaged relative to white candidates is in how race conditions white
voters’ response to politicians’ expression of anger about politics. Our expectation is that black
candidates, relative to white candidates, are punished for expressing anger about politics, and this
effect is especially true among racially prejudiced whites. This argument is consistent with
Pettigrew (1979) ultimate attribution error theory. Racist whites should view black political
candidates’ expression of anger as indicative of their individual character and evaluate them
negatively as a result. On the other hand, these same individuals will not penalize angry white
political candidates because they attribute their behavior to situational factors. We know that
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whites are a heterogeneous group in regards to their racial attitudes (Tesler and Sears 2010). As a
result, we contend that black political candidates will be rewarded for voicing anger among
whites who have positive racial attitudes. They do not see an angry black candidate’s behavior as
representative of his/her individual character but attribute it to justifiable external circumstances.
We test our predictions using an experimental design on an adult national sample of whites. We
exclusively focus on male candidates because if there is an anger penalty it should surface
among this group.3
Our findings show that racially prejudiced whites penalize a black political candidate for
expressing anger about politics whereas racially sympathetic whites reward such a candidate.
These findings have important implications for understanding when and among who black
political candidates will face an electoral disadvantage and advantage. Another implication is
that if black candidates feel constrained from expressing anger more than white candidates, they
may have a harder time mobilizing voters (Phoenix 2018). A final implication is that black
politicians may expend more emotional labor (i.e. controlling their anger) than white politicians
in order to avoid alienating white voters. Black politicians may work harder to manage their
emotions on the campaign trail and while in office. This emotional management might make
them seen as less passionate about the problems facing their constituency.
Controlling Anger
Our theory builds on existing research by sociologist Arlie Hochschild (1983) who argues
that there are feeling rules people abide by in society. The rules act as social guidelines directing
people how to feel or display emotions based on a set of socially shared emotional norms.
However, emotional rules do not apply to all groups equally. Pierce’s (1995) examination of
emotional norms in the workplace demonstrates that men and women are subject to different
feeling rules. Specifically, she finds that women litigators are evaluated more negatively for
expressing anger and frustration while men are not penalized for similar emotional expressions.
Wingfield (2010) uncovers a similar effect in his interviews of 25 black professionals in
predominantly white working environments. Although workers are not expected to come to the
workplace angry, there are circumstances when anger is appropriate, such as an attorney being
3
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upset at a paralegal for misfiling an important brief. Wingfield (2010) argues that expressing
anger toward subordinates may be acceptable for white professionals but not black professionals.
In his interviews, he discovers that black professionals believe there are no circumstances in
which anger is an acceptable form of expression. For example, one of the interviewees says,
If there is something [white colleagues] are passionate about and they aren’t having their way,
then it’s never about their controlling their emotions. The way it’s the same is that its frustration
on both parts. I think it’s more a lot of times just tantrum on their part, where we [African
Americans] need to be more poised in order to be heard (pg. 259).

Several survey-based studies demonstrate that anger privilege is a function of race
(Magee and Louie 2016; Phoenix 2018; Steele et al. 2003). Magee and Louie (2016) find that
blacks report lower levels of anger expression outward (e.g. when I am feeling angry or mad, I
argue with others) and higher levels of anger control (e.g. when I am feeling angry or mad, I
withdraw from people) than whites. However, this racial difference decreases when the
environment changes to encourage blacks to express anger. But do the feeling rules stratified by
racial groups in the workplace (Wingfield 2010) and generally in life (Magee and Louie 2016;
Steele et al. 2003) extend to the political domain? Utilizing the American National Election
Study (ANES), Phoenix (2018) shows an anger gap between whites and blacks in their political
expressions. Specifically, he finds that blacks are significantly less likely to report anger about
the out-party than whites. Why are blacks voicing less political anger than whites? Hochschild’s
(1983) theory on feeling rules offers one explanation. Social groups apply feeling rules that
benefit themselves, and they accomplish this by instituting an ideology that justifies
differentiating feeling rules between groups. They establish these different rules by penalizing
out-groups who violate them. So far, however, no study has examined if such a penalty exists.
We take up this task by looking at whether an angry black politician is emotionally
disadvantaged.

An Anger Penalty & Anger Reward
Based on ultimate attribution error theory, we develop an argument of who is likely to
punish black political candidates should they voice anger. Ultimate attribution error theory
predicts that racially prejudiced whites consider a negative act by blacks as representative of
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their individual character. Pettigrew states ““[i]f the outgroup member is seen as performing a
negative act consistent with our negative view, the fundamental error of disposition attributions
will be enhanced” (1979, pg. 465). On the other hand, prejudiced whites do not view a similar
act by whites as characteristic of their dispositions. Instead, they attribute whites’ negative
behavior to external factors outside of their control. Duncan’s (1976) research on varying a
negative behavior of black and white students supports this perspective. White subjects view a
shove by a black person as representative of his/her personal character while the same behavior
by a white person is attributable to situational factors. Krupnikov and Piston (2015) find a similar
effect in the political domain. They investigate whether a black candidate is evaluated more
unfavorably than a white candidate for sponsoring a negative campaign ad. They find that
racially prejudiced whites are more likely to penalize a black candidate for being negative than a
white candidate. Drawing on this research, we argue that whites holding anti-black attitudes will
evaluate black candidates displaying anger more negatively than a white candidate voicing the
same emotion. Research indicates that situational cues cause people to use stereotypes in their
judgment (Blair and Banaji 1996). By cueing the angry black stereotype, we suspect it should
activate whites’ anti-black attitudes. That is, prejudiced whites should be more likely to apply
their attitudes when forming a judgment about the candidate. Since an angry white candidate
does not correspond with their negative attitudes about race, we should not observe them
penalizing this politician. Our first hypothesis, therefore, is as follows:
H1: Racially prejudiced whites will be less supportive of an angry black political
candidate than an angry white political candidate and a non-angry black political
candidate.
Despite much of the media focusing on whether black politicians, such as Obama,
experience an anger penalty, few have wondered if they will be rewarded for expressing anger
about politics. We argue that an anger reward will occur among whites with positive racial
attitudes. During the 2008 presidential election, Tesler and Sears (2010) found that white racial
liberals were more supportive of Obama than other white Democratic candidates. Research also
demonstrates that white racial liberals are angry about U.S. race relations, particularly the
mistreatment of blacks. Therefore, they are susceptible to anger cues, which moves them in a
more liberal direction on candidate evaluations and policy opinions (Banks 2014). To whites
with pro-black attitudes, angry black candidates aren’t viewed negatively because this group
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believes a feeling of anger is justifiable given external factors. They do not believe this
emotional act (i.e. anger) by black politicians is indicative of a character flaw but in response to
problems in society. Among whites with pro-black attitudes, we argue that black candidates
should receive an anger reward and not penalty. Our second hypothesis is the following:
H2: Whites who have pro-black attitudes will be more supportive of an angry black
political candidate than an angry white political candidate and non-angry black political
candidate.
Figure 1 illustrates these theoretical predictions. Among whites with anti-black sentiment,
the figure shows a steep slope for the black candidate as the politician moves from not angry to
angry. Meanwhile, the slope for the white candidate is relatively flat. Specifically, we predict
that racially prejudiced whites should rate the angry black candidate less favorably than the nonangry black candidate. They should also be less supportive of an angry black candidate than an
angry white candidate. These two outcomes represent an anger penalty because the angry black
candidate is rated more negatively than the non-angry black candidate and the angry white
candidate. For whites who have pro-black sentiment, the figure shows an angry black candidate
being evaluated more positively than the non-angry black candidate and angry white candidate.
We see this group rewards the angry black candidate. All in all, the figure shows that an angry
black candidate racially polarizes whites. It causes prejudiced whites to be more opposing of the
candidate and racial sympathetic blacks to be more supportive of the politician.
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Figure 1: Theoretical Predictions
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We also consider why racially prejudiced whites are applying this racial double standard
in terms of a politician’s expression of anger. Ultimate attribution error theory offers an
explanation. Racist whites consider this display of anger as an indication of blacks’ disposition.
They don’t view the black candidate as being passionate about issues they care about or more
ideologically extreme. Instead, they think the angry black candidate is acting more
inappropriately than an angry white candidate and non-angry black candidate. Our third
hypothesis is the following:
H3: Racially prejudiced whites will rate the character of an angry black political
candidate more negatively than an angry white political candidate and a non-angry black
political candidate.
Methods and Procedures
We conducted an experiment through Qualtircs, a survey company which recruited
participants to complete our study online in exchange for a variety of incentives; such as points,
cash, and sweepstakes. Our sample was matched to the U.S. population in terms of age, gender,
and census region. We recruited 2886 white and black respondents to take the first wave of the
study, and 1524 of these participants returned to complete the second wave. For this paper, we
only focus on white respondents. Our sample is 1019 whites who completed both waves of the
study. The sample has good variation in terms of age (19% were 18-34; 35% were 35-54; and
46% were 55 or older), gender (46% male), partisanship (41% Democrat, 18% Independent, and
8

41% Republican), and education (15% had a high school degree or less; 25% had some college;
36% completed college; and 24% had a graduate or professional degree).
We utilize a two-wave experimental design. The first wave was conducted from
November 20 through November 28, 2017, and the second wave was conducted from December
5 to December 13, 2017. The two-wave design is costly but has important advantages. Some
studies measure racial attitudes in the posttest because researchers fear the pretest measure will
activate thoughts about the group, thus eliminating any experimental effects. However, tapping
racial attitudes in the posttest carries a different risk: that the stimulus itself will lead to changes
in the primed dimension (Montgomery et al. 2018). Therefore, the preferred method is to
measure racial attitudes in a pretest far enough in advance that these attitudes are no longer
salient by the time respondents are exposed to the stimulus in the second wave (Mendelberg
2008). As a result, we measured racial attitudes in the first wave of the study – several days prior
to receiving the experimental stimulus in the second wave. The first wave included questions
measuring racial stereotypes, racial resentment, political, and social demographics variables.
Wave 2 consisted of the experimental manipulation followed by several candidate evaluation
measures.
Experimental Manipulation
Our experiment is a 2 x 2 design where we vary the race of the candidate (black or white)
and the emotion expressed (anger and no emotion). In total, we have 4 experimental conditions –
angry black candidate condition, angry white candidate condition, non-angry black candidate
condition, and non-angry white candidate condition. Our experimental manipulation is a
Washington Post news story that varies the race of the candidate (black or white) and his
emotional response (anger or no emotion) regarding the state of the country. The news article
describes a Democratic congressman (fictitious) running for the U.S. Senate. We alter the name
of the candidate and his image to reflect his racial background (Bertrand and Mullianthan 2004).
The black candidate is named Jamal Johnson, and the white candidate is named Peter Johnson.
We keep partisanship constant because people are more likely to perceive black candidates as
Democrats.
For the angry candidate conditions (black and white), respondents read a news article
entitled “An Angry Jamal Johnson/Peter Johnson is running for U.S. Senate.” An example of the
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news story in the angry black condition and non-angry black condition is in Figure 2.4 In the
news article (angry black condition), the candidate expresses his anger about the cost of college
tuition and an economy not working for everyone. We purposefully do not make the anger about
race. Our interest lies in whether expressing anger unassociated with race produces a penalty.
The news story further goes on to quote the candidate as stating “we have a lot of things to fix in
our country. It upsets me. I will gladly accept the mantle of this year’s angry candidate.” This
rhetoric is reminiscent of Donald Trump’s visceral message to voters during the 2016
presidential campaign. It is also similar to Bernie Sanders’ frustration about the nation’s growing
income inequality. The article for the non-angry black condition is identical to the angry black
condition except the candidate does not express anger.

4

Examples of the other news stories are in the appendix section.
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Figure 2: Experimental Conditions: Black Candidate
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We conducted a manipulation check to determine if the news story operated as expected.
After reading the news story, respondents were asked “Thinking back to the newspaper article
you just read, how angry was the candidate? – very angry, somewhat angry, not very angry, not
at all angry.” We also asked if the candidate was anxious, hopeful, or calm. The results from the
manipulation check are presented in Figure 3. As we expected, respondents in the angry black
candidate condition and angry white candidate condition believed the candidate was significantly
angrier than respondents in the non-angry black candidate condition and non-angry white
candidate condition. Specifically, subjects in the angry black condition (Mean=.83) and angry
white condition (Mean=.85) reported the candidate as falling between “very angry” and
“somewhat angry” while respondents in the non-angry white (Mean=.37) and black (Mean=.37))
conditions indicated the candidate to be “not very angry.” The figure also shows no difference in
reported anger between the angry black candidate condition and angry white candidate condition.
In other words, respondents indicated that the angry black candidate was as angry as the angry
white candidate. Correspondingly, respondents in the anger conditions reported more anxiety
than those in non-anger condition. But this mean level of anxiety was significantly less than
reported anger. The figure also shows a higher level of reported hopefulness and calmness in the
non-anger conditions than anger conditions. All in all, the findings show that respondents in the
anger conditions (white and black) feel significantly angrier than those in the non-anger
conditions (white and black). They also express significantly more anger than any other emotion.
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Figure 3: Mean Level of Emotion Across Experimental Conditions
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Measures
We include several racial stereotype measures to capture racial prejudice. Other studies
have used these stereotype items as a measure of racism (Piston 2010). For the stereotype
measures, we ask respondents to rate the extent to which blacks are
angry/lazy/violent/unintelligent as opposed to calm/hardworking/peaceful/intelligent. We also
ask respondents to rate whites along this scale. We randomize the order of the racial group. We
create a difference measure by subtracting the score respondents give blacks on each trait (e.g.
lazy) from the one’s for whites.5 This measure takes into account respondents view of blacks
relative to whites. Then, we combine the stereotype difference measures into an index. Figure 4
shows the distribution of the stereotype index among white respondents. The measure ranges
from -14 (pro-black) to 16 (anti-black). Looking at the figure, we see that a large number of
5

These items fit nicely together the Cronbach’s alpha is .82.
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whites hold anti-black stereotypes. Specifically, 47-percent of whites report negative stereotypes
of blacks, 39-percent of them report no difference between the two groups, and 14 percent of
respondents positively stereotype blacks (Mean =1.34 S.D.= 3.26).
Figure 4: Difference in Racial Stereotype Ratings

We include several measures to capture people’s evaluations of the candidate. One
dependent variable is survey respondents’ feeling thermometer rating of the candidate (Mean=59
S.D.=24). The other measure is the likelihood of voting for the candidate. The specific item
“How likely would you be to vote for this candidate for the U.S. Senate?” The response options
are very likely, somewhat likely, neither likely nor unlikely, somewhat unlikely, very unlikely.
The measure is recoded on a 0-1 scale where 1=very likely (Mean=.53 S.D.=.32). We also
measure how effective the candidate will be in the future. The two items are effectiveness of the
candidate as a U.S. Senator (Mean=.56 S.D.=.28) and effectiveness of the candidate as a U.S.
President (Mean=.47 S.D.=.28). The specific items are “How good of a job do you think that the
candidate would probably do with the following: 1) Be an effective U.S. Senator: 2) Be an
effective U.S. President about 10 years from now.” The response options are from 1=a poor job
to 7=an excellent job. We recoded the variables on a 0-1 scale where the higher value equals an
excellent job. To measure a candidate’s character, respondents are asked the following item
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“Please rate the candidate on the following characteristic – 1=Acts Appropriately and 7= Acts
Inappropriately.” We recoded the variable on a 0-1 scale, highest value equals acts
inappropriately (Mean=.63 S.D.=.27). We also include an item asking respondents to rate the
ideology of the candidate. With this measure, we can compare the effects of our treatment
between the character item and the ideology item. We would expect racially prejudiced whites to
rate the angry black candidate as being more inappropriate but not ideologically extreme than a
similar white candidate. The ideology item is “We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and
conservatives. Here is a seven-point scale on which the political views that the candidate might
hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely conservative. Where would you place the
candidate on this scale?” The variable is coded on a 0-1 scale, highest value is extremely liberal
(Mean =.64 S.D.=.22).
Results
Researchers have found mixed evidence of whether black candidates experience a racial
penalty among whites in general (Highton 2004; Moskowitz and Stroh 1994; Sigelman et al.
1995; Terkildsen 1993). As a result, we start our analysis by determining if whites are less
supportive of a black politician voicing anger than a comparable white politician and non-angry
black politician. We regressed our dependent variable measures (feeling thermometer rating,
vote likelihood, effectiveness as U.S. Senator, and effectiveness as U.S. President) on the
interactions between our anger condition and race condition. The regression coefficients are
presented in Table 1. We first look at feeling thermometer rating in column 1. To understand
this interaction, Figure 5 displays the predicted means for the feeling thermometer rating (upper
left panel) for the black candidate and white candidate in the anger condition and non-anger
condition.
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Table 1: The Effects of the Anger Condition and Race Condition on Candidate Evaluations
Thermometer
Rating
β
(S.E)

Vote
Likelihood
β
(S.E)

Job
Senator
β
(S.E)

Job
President
β
(S.E)

Race Condition

6.444**
(2.159)

0.0656*
(0.0288)

0.0573*
(0.0253)

0.0726**
(0.0249)

Anger Condition

2.431
(2.181)

0.0444
(0.0291)

0.0294
(0.0255)

0.0374
(0.0252)

Race Condition*Anger
Condition

-5.243
(3.045)

-0.0638
(0.0407)

-0.0354
(0.0357)

-0.0584
(0.0352)

Constant

56.02***
(1.539)

0.487***
(0.0206)

0.525***
(0.0180)

0.431***
(0.0178)

1006

1017

1016

1018

N
Standard errors in parentheses
*
p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

We determine the effect of anger by comparing the mean score of the feeling
thermometer rating of the anger condition to the mean score of the same variable of the nonanger condition for the black candidate and white candidate. The figure shows that among
respondents in the black candidate condition, the effect of anger is 62.46 minus 59.65, or a
decrease in rating of 2.81, which is not statistically significant (p-value=.19). For respondents in
the white candidate condition, the effect of anger is 56 minus 58.45, or an insignificant increase
in rating of 2.43 (p-value=.23). The panel shows that the black politician receives a slight
decrease when treated with anger while the white politician gets a small boost. We can determine
if the effect of anger is statistically different for the black candidate and white candidate by
subtracting the effect of anger (-2.81) among respondents in the black candidate condition from
its effect among those in the white candidate condition (2.43). The difference in these effects (2.81 – 2.43) gives us the size of the interaction, which is a -5.24 difference and insignificant (pvalue=.085). There is also no difference between the black politician behaving consistent with
the angry stereotype and a white politician acting in a similar manner. For the thermometer
rating, we do not uncover an anger penalty. However, the upper left panel indicates that the non16

angry black candidate is rated more positively (6.44 difference, p-value < .01) than the nonangry white candidate. Thus, a black candidate acting counter to the angry stereotype receives a
higher thermometer rating than a white candidate behaving in a similar fashion.
Figure 5: Mean Candidate Evaluations for the Black Candidate and White Candidate
across the Anger Condition and Non-Anger Condition

We observe a similar pattern for the other outcome variables (i.e. vote likelihood,
effectiveness as U.S. senator, and effectiveness as U.S. president). Whites evaluate the non-angry
black candidate more favorably than the non-angry white candidate. In addition, respondents
aren’t evaluating the angry black candidate less favorably than the non-angry black candidate.
Overall, the findings suggest that when a black politician behaves inconsistent with the angry
stereotype, he is viewed more positively than a similar white politician. But we are cautious in
interpreting these findings as a non-anger reward because we do not find a significant difference
between the non-anger condition and anger condition for the black candidate. Among whites in
general, we find no evidence of an anger racial penalty.
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Table 2: The Effects of the Anger Condition and Race Condition by Anti-Black
Stereotypes on Candidate Evaluations
Thermometer
Rating
β
(S.E)

Vote Likelihood

Job Senator

Job President

β
(S.E)

β
(S.E)

β
(S.E)

Anger Condition

-6.000
(6.529)

0.0141
(0.0868)

-0.0563
(0.0762)

-0.0663
(0.0754)

Race Condition

2.976
(5.932)

0.0730
(0.0788)

0.0121
(0.0696)

0.0560
(0.0684)

Anger
Condition*Race
Condition

17.50*
(8.641)

0.149
(0.115)

0.214*
(0.101)

0.189
(0.100)

Neutral

-6.604
(4.946)

-0.0602
(0.0652)

-0.124*
(0.0572)

-0.0798
(0.0566)

Anti-Black
Stereotype

-7.122
(4.906)

-0.0757
(0.0649)

-0.135*
(0.0569)

-0.102
(0.0563)

Anger
Condition*Neutral

8.583
(7.385)

0.00601
(0.0981)

0.0738
(0.0861)

0.0927
(0.0852)

Anger
Condition*AntiBlack Stereotype

10.40
(7.227)

0.0597
(0.0962)

0.118
(0.0844)

0.138
(0.0835)

Race
Condition*Neutral

5.261
(6.857)

0.0415
(0.0911)

0.0609
(0.0803)

0.0520
(0.0791)

3.107
(6.697)

-0.0477
(0.0890)

0.0432
(0.0785)

-0.00345
(0.0772)

-21.64*
(9.937)

-0.210
(0.133)

-0.260*
(0.117)

-0.266*
(0.115)

-29.96**
(9.658)

-0.279*
(0.129)

-0.312**
(0.113)

-0.302**
(0.112)

62.17***
(4.353)

0.548***
(0.0574)

0.641***
(0.0503)

0.512***
(0.0498)

994

1005

1005

1006

Race
Condition*AntiBlack Stereotype
Anger
Condition*Race
Condition*Neutral
Anger
Condition*Race
Condition*AntiBlack Stereotype
Constant
N
Standard errors in parentheses
*
p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Next, we turn to our main predictions. We expect that racially prejudiced whites will
penalize the black candidate when he is treated with anger– relative to the white candidate. We
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also predict that whites with positive racial attitudes will be more supportive of an angry black
candidate – relative to a comparable white candidate. We collapse the racial stereotype index
from Figure 4 into 3 categories – anti-black, neutral, and pro-black. The anti-black category
captures racially prejudiced whites, the neutral category represents whites who have neither
positive nor negative attitudes about blacks, and the pro-black category constitutes those who
have favorable attitudes about blacks. To test our predictions, we include a three-way interaction
between the race condition, anger condition, and anti-black stereotypes, as well as the lowerorder interactions in our model. The regression coefficients and standard errors are presented in
Table 2. Figure 6 shows the interaction between the race condition and anger condition for each
of our dependent variables across the three-category stereotype measure.
Figure 6: Mean Candidate Evaluations for the Black Candidate and White Candidate
across the Anger Condition and Non-Anger Condition Across Anti-Black Stereotypes

We first look at the feeling thermometer rating in the upper left panel. Looking at racially
prejudiced whites (anti-black), we find that whites feel colder towards the black politician when
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treated with anger while they feel warmer towards the white politician. That is, for whites who
hold anti-black stereotypes in the black candidate condition, the effect of anger is 61.28 minus
53.05, or a statistically significant decrease in rating of 8.07 (p-value=.007, two tailed). For the
white candidate condition, the effect of anger is 55.04 minus 59.44, or an insignificant increase
in rating of 4.90 (p-value=.16, two-tailed). Taking the difference in these effects (-8.07 – 4.90)
gives us the size of the interactions of the anger condition by race of the candidate among those
who have anti-black stereotypes, which is a -12.46 difference (p-value=.004, two-tailed). The
figure also shows a significant difference in thermometer ratings between the angry black
candidate condition and angry white candidate condition (6-point difference, p-value=.03, twotailed). These results support our prediction that prejudiced whites penalize a black politician
when he acts consistent with the angry stereotype. The angry black politician is rated less
favorably than the non-angry black politician and angry white politician.6
The upper left panel also shows evidence of a non-anger reward among whites with antiblack sentiment. For example, a 6-point difference emerges between the non-angry black
condition and non-angry white condition (p-value=.05, two-tailed). In other words, racially
prejudiced whites rate the candidate in the non-angry black condition higher than the non-angry
white condition and angry black condition. For vote likelihood, effectiveness as U.S. Senator, and
effectiveness as U.S. president, Figure 6 shows a similar pattern among racially prejudiced
whites. They are less supportive of the angry black politician compared to non-angry black
politician and angry white politician.7
We move our attention to whites at the neutral category. The effect of anger by race of
the candidate is not statistically significant among these respondents for any of the outcome
variables. The slopes for anger are relatively flat for the black candidate and white candidate. We
also see that the black candidate garners a higher rating than the white candidate regardless of
whether he acts consistent or inconsistent with the angry stereotype.
Turning to whites who have pro-black sentiment, the figure supports our predictions. For
6

We also re-run the regression models with racial resentment instead of anti-black stereotypes. The
pattern is similar, but the results are not as substantively large or significant.
7
For vote likelihood, the interaction of the anger condition by race of the candidate among prejudiced
whites is -.13 difference (p-value=.02). There is also a significant interaction for US senator (-.09
difference, p-value=.05) and US president (-.11 difference, p-value=.02). The figure also shows that the
anger penalty is stronger for the thermometer rating and vote likelihood than US senator and US president
items.
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example, the angry black candidate receives a boost in thermometer ratings – relative to the nonangry black candidate. Meanwhile, the angry white candidate gets a decrease in rating compared
to the non-angry white candidate. These slope differences are statistically significant (17.49
difference, p-value=.04). Therefore, pro-black whites are more supportive of a black candidate,
especially one who conveys anger – relative to a similar white candidate and a non-angry black
candidate. The figure shows similar results for vote likelihood, effectiveness as U.S. Senator, and
effectiveness as U.S. President. All in all, a black candidate voicing anger racially polarizes
whites’ support for the politician.8 It pushes pro-black whites to be more supportive of the
candidate and leads anti-black whites to be more opposing of the politician.9

8

We examine if the slope for anti-black stereotypes is steeper for the black candidate than white
candidate across the anger condition and non-anger condition. These findings are presented in Figure A1
in the appendix. We find that anti-black stereotypes are being applied more when the black candidate
conveys anger than when the white candidate expresses a similar emotion. For instance, in the angry
black candidate condition, the difference in support for the politician between pro-black and anti-black
(i.e. feeling thermometer rating) is 27-percentage points (p-value<.001). The slope for anti-black
stereotypes in the angry white candidate condition is relatively flat. This evidence demonstrates that an
angry black politician racially polarizes whites’ support for the candidate more than an angry white
politician. The figure also shows the slope for anti-black stereotypes is steeper in the angry black
candidate condition than non-angry black candidate condition.
9
We consider whether our findings are driven by partisanship in two ways. First, we re-run the analysis
from three-way interaction from Table 2 and include another three-way interaction between the anger
condition, race condition, and partisanship. Our findings hold up when partisanship is included in the
model, so party is not driving our effects. Second, we look to see if this anger reward and penalty apply
equally among Democrats and Republicans. We re-run the model in Table 2 selecting on Democrats or
Republicans. Figures A2 and A3 in the appendix presents these findings. The pro-black findings are
largely among Democrats while the anti-black findings are mainly among Republicans. These results
inform when black candidates can convey anger. An anger expression is best suited in the Democratic
primaries and not the general election.
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Table 3: The Effects of the Anger Condition and Race Condition by Anti-Black
Stereotypes on Candidate Character and Ideology Evaluations
Acting Inappropriate
β
(S.E)
-0.0651
(0.0731)

Candidate Ideology
β
(S.E)
0.0436
(0.0579)

Race Condition

0.0821
(0.0663)

0.0122
(0.0525)

Anger Condition*Race Condition

-0.0201
(0.0971)

-0.00123
(0.0774)

Neutral

-0.00654
(0.0550)

0.000104
(0.0435)

Anti-Black Stereotype

0.0185
(0.0547)

0.0220
(0.0433)

Anger Condition*Neutral

-0.0222
(0.0828)

-0.0607
(0.0655)

Anger Condition*Anti-Black Stereotype

-0.00168
(0.0810)

0.00516
(0.0642)

Race Condition*Neutral

-0.0849
(0.0768)

0.0133
(0.0608)

Race Condition*Anti-Black Stereotype

-0.0534
(0.0750)

0.0197
(0.0594)

Anger Condition*Race Condition*Neutral

0.0695
(0.112)

0.0450
(0.0888)

Anger Condition*Race Condition*Anti-Black
Stereotype

-0.0732
(0.108)

0.00564
(0.0864)

Constant

0.657***
(0.0483)

0.604***
(0.0383)

1003

1002

Anger Condition

N
Standard errors in parentheses
*
p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

We also suspect that racially prejudiced whites would attribute their lack of support for
the angry black candidate to his character and not ideology. Therefore, we regressed candidate
character and candidate ideology on the three-way interaction between the race condition, anger
condition, and anti-black stereotypes, as well as the lower-order interactions. The regression
coefficients and standard errors are presented in Table 3. Figure 7 displays the predicted means
of this three-way interaction. The figure supports our prediction. Racially prejudiced whites
believe the angry black candidate is acting more inappropriate than a similar white candidate and
non-angry black candidate. For candidate ideology, there is no difference in the anger slopes
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among racially prejudiced whites. Thus, the black candidate’s character is driving this anger
penalty and not his ideology.
Figure 7: Mean Candidate Character and Ideology Rating for the Black Candidate and
White Candidate across the Anger Condition and Non-Anger Condition andAnti-Black
Stereotypes

In summary, our findings demonstrate that a black politician is penalized when he acts
consistent with the angry stereotype. This disadvantage is driven by whites who hold anti-black
sentiment. On the other hand, an angry black candidate is rewarded by whites predisposed to
have positive racial attitudes. Thus, our results help us understand when black candidates should
shy away from expressing anger and embrace it.
Conclusion
Recently, anger has dominated the political landscape, and it was most noticeable during
the 2016 presidential election. But is anger about politics afforded to a specific group? Our paper
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investigates whether a black politician is politically punished for expressing anger among racial
prejudiced whites. We also examine if racial sympathetic whites reward a black candidate for
voicing anger. Our experimental findings support these predictions. Specifically, we find that an
angry black politician is viewed less favorably than a non-angry black politician among whites
who hold anti-black stereotypes. This group is also more supportive of the angry white politician
than the angry black politician. These findings are consistent with ultimate attribution error
theory. Racially prejudiced whites view a negative act by a member of an out-group unfavorable
while they don’t view the same act by an in-group member unfavorable.
Our findings also demonstrate that black politicians can overcome this emotional
disadvantage among racially prejudiced whites by presenting themselves counter to the angry
stereotype. A non-angry black politician is evaluated more positively than an angry black
politician and a non-angry white politician among whites who hold anti-black stereotypes. By
providing prejudiced whites with information that a black politician runs counter to their
negative stereotype, we find it leads them to be more supportive of the public official. That is, a
black politician who possesses a more favorable characteristic than expected is viewed more
positively than a white politician with similar characteristics whom they expect to rate favorably
(Jussim, Coleman, and Lerch 1987). Thus, a non-angry black politician is the exception to the
rule (Pettigrew 1979).
We also uncover an anger reward among whites who have pro-black sentiment. This
group is more supportive of an angry black politician than a non-angry black politician and an
angry white politician. A black candidate voicing anger produces a heterogeneous treatment
effect. Some whites punish an angry black candidate while others reward such a politician. We
also find that this anger reward is mainly constituted among racially sympathetic Democrats.
Meanwhile, this anger penalty largely resides among prejudiced Republicans. These findings
indicate that black politicians have to be strategic when conveying anger. The party’s primaries
may afford black candidates the opportunity to express anger without political consequences. But
as they move to the general election constraining their anger may prove beneficial. More
empirical evidence is need on whether this strategy will be effective because our study only
focuses on Democratic candidates. We would need to know if a similar result can be reproduced
among black Republican candidates.
Scholars have examined whether a candidate’s race matters in whites’ voting decisions.
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Our paper sheds lights on this debate. Race of the candidate alone does not lead to a political
disadvantage. Instead, when a black political candidate’s characteristics fit with whites’ negative
racial stereotype, we observe him being disadvantaged among whites holding anti-black
stereotypes. Thus, some whites discriminate against angry black candidates, but not all whites
apply this anger penalty.
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Appendix
Figure A1: Mean Candidate Evaluations for the Effect of Anti-Black Stereotypes across the
Black Candidate and White Candidate and the Anger Condition and Non-Anger Condition
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Figure A2: Mean Candidate Evaluations for the Black Candidate and White Candidate
across the Anger Condition and Non-Anger Condition and Anti-Black Stereotypes among
Democrats
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Figure A3: Mean Candidate Evaluations for the Black Candidate and White Candidate
across the Anger Condition and Non-Anger Condition and Anti-Black Stereotypes among
Republicans
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Figure A3: Experimental Conditions: White Candidate
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